
Build Highly Customizable Maps with Your Own
Content and Imagery

Meet the demands of the online, mobile, connected user by 
customizing the most comprehensive, accurate and familiar 
mapping layer for your business. Optimize assets and 
engage your users with stunning visualizations and rich 
applications.

The Google Maps APIs are a proven toolkit to deploy the 
map that billions of consumers already use and trust,
powering two million of today’s most innovative
location-based apps and sites.

Engage SADA Systems’ award-winning team of Google 
geospatial experts to integrate Google Maps APIs into your 
web and mobile applications.

Founded in 2000, SADA Systems, Inc. is a 
privately-held global leader in providing cloud
computing and strategic IT solutions to
organizations worldwide. SADA is a Google for 
Work Premier Partner focused on creating tools, 
methodologies, change management and
business transformation strategies for the cloud. 

Named the 2014 Global Partner of the Year for 
Google Maps and 2013 North America Partner 
of the Year for Google Maps Large Accounts, 
SADA Systems has a proven track record and 
competency in the implementation of Google 
Maps for Work services and solutions. Our 
award-winning Google geospatial team will work 
with you to determine the best solution to meet 
your business objectives.
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Convert addresses to locations

Google’s geocoding engine powers the translation of an 

address into its exact geographic coordinates. 

The address “1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View 

CA” becomes a map marker at latitude 37.423021 and 

longitude -122.083739.

Connect people with places

Access a database of over 100 million points-of-interest 

(POIs). Autocomplete provides type-ahead location-based 

predictions for POI search. Enter the first few digits of an 

address or POI, and Autocomplete will fill in the rest.

Searching for a POI, such as “library” brings up libraries in the 

area based on the user’s unique location. Typing “123” will 

recommend complete addresses in the area, such as “123 

Main St. Santa Monica, CA 90112.”

The best way to get from A to B

Calculate the best route depending on traffic and choose 

from a list of the best results. Customize to avoid highways 

or tolls, and with SADA Systems’ custom directions

webservice, draw specific roads or regions to avoid within

a given period.

See a list of the options for the best driving walking, cycling, 

or public transit route between two locations.

Measure distance by time

Calculate travel distance in relation to Google’s Road Network 

to understand how long it will take to get from A to B. Calcu-

late expenses based on travel time with SADA Systems’ 

custom batch web service.

Find out which POI is actually closest to you by translating 

straight line distance into road miles and travel time.

Visualize past routes

Collect GPS data and plot an accurate visualization of a 

previous trip. Snap to Roads finds the best-fit road based on 

the collected GPS data points. Other details are provided, 

such as speed limits for a road segment.

Combine GPS data points collected from a previous trip with 

Google’s Road Network to more accurately calculate the 

traveled route. 

See your destination

Customize the familiar Google Maps Street View, used by 

billions of users a month, to build on what is being displayed. 

Add popup windows, movie scenes or even games to Google 

Maps Street View.
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